
PITCHING: ���
WHAT 

CLIENTS SAY	


“The key is to build trust”	


“The presentation needs 
to focus on building trust”	


“Needs to be eloquent 
but no bullshit/no flannel”	


“Not slick - normal but 
fluent and eloquent”	


“No exaggerated claims”	


“Evidence is important”	


“A willingness to 
acknowledge weaknesses”	


“It is difficult to 
differentiate.  
Presentations are 
extraordinarily similar”	

“There is a low 
boredom threshold 
after a few 
presentations”	


“There is a need to really understand 
the client (and his team) beforehand”	


”Need to get under the skin of the 
person before the presentation”	


“Research the client”	


“Different people in the room have 
different agendas.  They need to 
understand the relationships between 
the different people on the panel”	


“Need to know the history of the 
person and the current relationship” 	


“I would meet beforehand but am rarely 
asked”	


“The ability to promote 
the firm’s style and the 
team’s credibility is 
critical”	


“I look for teamwork”	


“Need to get the balance 
between selling the 
individual and the firm”	


“It was like being on a jury.  All the 
evidence was laid out before us and 
then the decision was made on pure 
emotion or gut instinct”	

“We really made the decision 
quickly and unanimously.  And it was 
on gut feeling - although most of us 
would not admit it!”	


“Confidence is critical”	


Need to be confident 
without being brash”	


“A confident first 
impression is vital”	


“Once all the boxes are 
ticked - how well can we get 
on with them?”	

“I like him - he knows what 
he is talking about”	

“They need to demonstrate 
they really care”	


“Need a balance between 
“I think independently” 
and “There is joined up 
thinking””	


“ Tailoring the document 
to my situation - that is 
important”	


“The document needs 
graphics, colour, snappy 
content and detail where 
appropriate”	
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